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Race and National or Ethnic Origin
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No

Parties Participated irz
Mediatiotz:

It is recommended, pursuant to subsection 41 (1) of the Canadian Hztn~unRights Act, that the
Commission deal with complaints.
It is also recommended, pursuant to section 49 of the Canadian Human Rights Act, that the
Commission request that the Chairperson of the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal constitute a
tribunal to inquire into the complaints.
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1 . 'The First Nations of Mushkegowuk Council, Grand Chief Stan Louttit and George Wesley (the
co~nplainants)allege that Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) and Public Safety and
Emergency Preparedness Canada (PSEPC) discriminate against them by treating them in an
adverse differential manner in the provision of police services and facilities, on the grounds of
race and national or ethnic origin. They allege that First Nations comn~unitiesin Ontario are
receiving lower quality policing services and facilities compared to services customarily
i cOntario.
available to the p ~ ~ b lin
2. The context for the complaint is the spending framework detailed in a tripartite agreement
between the Nishnawbe-Aski Nation (of which the Mushkegowuk First Nations are members),
the federal government (52% of funding) and the Ontario government (48% of funding). The
complainants allege they are receiving lower quality police services and facilities in and around
the Mushkegowuk conlmunities compared to services customarily available to non-Aboriginal
communities.
3. According to the complainants, various studies (listed at Appendix A) support the need for
adequate funding for police services in and around the affected communities, and a remedy that
considers the unique difficulties associated with policing in remote northern aboriginal
communities.

T/ie Parties

4. Grand Chief Stan Louttit is the elected Grand Chief of Mushkegowuk Council. Chief Louttit
brings this complaint both in his personal capacity and as the elected representative of all the
First Nations of Mushkegowuk Council, and through them, all their individual conlmunity
members. George Wesley brings this complaint in his personal capacity as the father of Ricardo
Wesley, who died in a fire in the police detention facility in Kashechewan, due to alleged poor
policing services and facilities. George Wesley is also a member of the Kashechewan First
Nation and resides on its reserve.

5. The complaints are filed against the Queen in Right of Canada (PSEPC and INAC). A related
complaiilt has been filed against the Queen in Right of Ontario with the Ontario Hu~nanRights
Comn~ission.Under the legislated changes to the human rights system in Ontario, the
colnplainants have until June 30,2009 to transfer their complaints from the Commission and file
an application with the Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario (HRTO).

Backgroutzd
6. The Mushkegowuk Council is the regional tribal council and aboriginal government for the
Mushkegowuk Aboriginal people, whose traditional territories are around the western James Bay
region of northern Ontario. The various Mushkegowuk First Nations are: the Attawapiskat First
Nation, the Kashechewan First Nation, the Fort Albany First Nation, the Moose Cree First
Nation, the Taykwa Tagamou Nation (formerly New Post Nation), the Chapleau Cree First
Nation, and the Missanabie Cree First Nation.

7. According to its website, the respondent, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada "...is
resporzsible for two sepurute yet equally inzportant nzundates: Indian and Inuit AfSL~irsatld
Northern Affctirs. This broucl maizdate is derived largely from the Department of Indiafz a f f ~ ~ i r s
L I ~ Nortlrerrz
Z ~
Developinetrt Act, the Iridiatz Act, territorial acts arzd legal obligcrtiorzs arising
fiotrz sectioiz 91 (24) ofthe Constitution Act, 1867; however, the department is respo/zsihlefor
crll~~itzisteriflg
over 50 stutzites in total." "In getzeral INAC has primary, but no exclusive
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i-esporrsihilityfor meeting the fecleral governnteilt 's constitutional, treaty, politic~rlancl legal
rrrsl?onsibilities to First Nutiorrs, Inuit L Z I Z Nortlienzers.
~
,I

8. Public Safcty and Emergency Preparedness Canada is the federal department responsible for
policing and law enforcement. PSEPC also administers the First Nations Policing Policy which
sets the f~indingand operational framework for the NAPS tripartite Agreement. The NAPS
tripartite agreement is the agreement between Canada, Ontario and the Nishnawbe-Aski Nation
which governs policing in the Mushkegowuk territory.
9. The Nishnawbe-Aski Police Service (NAPS) is funded 52% by Canada and 48% by Ontario.
Clause 2.1 of the NAPS agreement provides that:

....It is itttended thcrt the police service in the Nishnuwbe-Aski urea will be crppropriute to the
culture ~rizdtraclitiolls of the people of the Nishnewbe-Aski arecr ....responsive to the policing
rleetls of the comnzurzity, and at least equivalent in level crrzd standard of sewice to that providecl
it2 non-Aboriginal conznzunities in Cancxla with sirnilar churucteristics.

10. The Nishnawbe-Aski Police Service is governed by its own Police Service Board consisting
of a representative of each Nishanawbe-Aski Nation Tribal Council. There are several tribal
affiliations within Nishanawbe-Aski Nation (NAN) which result in 3 distinct languages
including: Ojibwe, Oji-Cree and Cree. NAPS attempts to hire individuals who are from the
aboriginal region, or have considerable knowledge of the regions.

Coiztact with the parties
11. The federal respondents were notified of the complaint by letter dated August 9, 2007. The
notification letter included a copy of the Complaint Form. Efforts to bring the parties together in
mediation or an initial informational meeting were made by the Early Resolution Services Team
Leader, in August 2007. On November 1,2007, John Chamberlin, Manager, Investigations,
spoke with Grand Chief Stan Louttit who reaffirmed the complainants' interest in mediation.
The sanle day, John Chamberlin spoke with Allan Maclure, who said, as the legal representative
of both federal respondents, he would seek instructions regarding mediation. On November 23,
2007, the con~plainantsadvised the Ontario Human Rights Con~missionand the Canadian
Human Rights Commission that constructive discussions were proceeding, and they hoped that
the Commissions would allow the respondents additional time for filing their defences.
12. On December 14,2007, John Chamberlin wrote to the parties stating that in the event the
parties chose not to mediate, a defence was to be received by January 31,2008. Some delays
were incurred due to a change in counsel for the respondents, and on April 7,2008, the
Commission was informed that there was a new counsel for the respondents.
13. From April to July 2008, the Commission made several requests to the respondents for a
position. On July 29,2008 the respondents' counsel confirmed by letter that they were not
interested in pursuing n~ediationand requested further information, especially regarding:

- the mandate of Grand Chief to bring the complaint on behalf of the First Nations;
- the nature and source of the specific obligations of the federal respondents;
- information regarding the police services and facilities referred to, and the link to the

allegedly discriminatory practices and actions of the federal government;
- details regarding the role and responsibilities of the two federal government departments
named in the complaint.
These issues will be discussed later under Section 41 Issues.
14. On September 11, 2008, counsel for the complainants stated that they had established aprinzu
f2.tc.1ecase of discrimination, and it was their position that only a thorough investigation would
answer the issues raised by the respondents. On January 14,2009, the parties were apprised in a
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letter from John Chanlberlin that the Commission would be addressing the section 41 issues, and
may decide to do either an assessment or investigation. On February 11, 2009, the complai~lants
advised that they had not received the letter, and it was re-sent by this assessor.

Section 41 (l)(c)

15. In his letters of July 29,2008, and February 10,2009, Sean Gaudet, the lawyer for the
respondents, requested that pursuant to paragraphs 41(1)(c) and (d) of the Act, the Commission
decline jurisdiction over the complaint.
16. Section 41(1)(c) of the Act allows the Commission to deal with complaints over which it has
jurisdiction. This means that the Commission can only accept complaints involving parties that
fall within the legislative authority of Parliament and alleging acts that fall within its prescribed
mandate under the Act. If a prohibited ground and a discriminatory practice are not identified in
the complaint, the Commission is without jurisdiction. However, the Federal Court of Canada
previously stated and recently affirmed in Hicks v. Ccmada (Attorney Getzeml) 2008 FC 1059
that the Commission can only decide not to deal with a complaint if it is "plain and obvious" that
there is no prima fucie discrimination.

17. The Commission's ~nandateis limited to the discriminatory practices that are described in
sections 5 to 14.1 of the Act. Complaints relating to practices that are not described in the Act are
beyond the jurisdictio~lof the Commission. The Act is very specific and, as such, does not
extend to every situation where a person feels that helshe has been aggrieved. Although a
complainant may feel that helshe has been subjected to unfair treatment, unless that treatment
would constitute a discriminatory practice under the Act, the Commission does not have
jurisdiction to address it.
18. Section 5 prohibits discrimination in the provision of goods, services, facilities or
accomnlodation customarily available to the general public. The question of whether programs
and policies specific to First Nations constitute a "service" within the meaning of section 5 of the
Cltnlzclicttz Hunzarz Rights Act is an outstanding legal issue that remains to be determined, and it
does not appear to be "plain and obvious" that the Commission lacks jurisdiction to deal with this
complaint. The language of the Act is interpreted broadly to give effect to the
quasi-constitutional rights that it protects.

19. The respondents request that pursuant to paragraphs 41(1)(c) and (d) of the Act, the
Cornn~issiondecline taking jurisdiction over the complaint for the following reasons:

a) Lack of Mandate
20. The respondents ask whether Grand Chief Louttit has been mandated to bring this complaint
on behalf of all of the First Nations of the Mushkegowuk Council.
2 1. The website for the First Nations of Mushkegowuk Council states that the individual Chiefs
of the seven (7) First Nations, the Grand Chief and Deputy Grand Chief form the governing body
that oversees the Mushkegowuk Council.
22. The Commission has dealt with many complaints filed, for example, by associations, unions
etc. on behalf of other people. In this case, the Chief has filed on behalf of his communities, and
not for his own benefit. Given the large number of persons involved, it is simply impossible to
obtain consent, and it is suggested by this assessor that the public interest in this matter would
support the Commission exercising its jurisdiction under paragraph 40(2) of the Act which reads:
I f c r coi~ipluintis rnucle by someone other tharz the individual who is alleged to be the victim of tlze
~Eisn-in2inuto~pructice
to which the cornplairzt relates, the Cornmission may refuse to dell1 with
the conzpluirzt unless tke alleged victim eorlsetzts thereto.
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b) Lack of Clarity

23. The respondents say that they are unable to respond to the complaint because of the lack of
specificity with respect to the allegation that policing services and facilities are not being
provided to the Mushkegowuk First Nations in a manner that results in services and facilities that
are cirstoinarily available to the other communities and members of the public. The respondents
state that the complaint lacks clarity with respect to the meaning of "the general public", "other
conl~nunities",and "services and facilities". The respondents' counsel states that the federal
respondelits do not provide a service within the meaning of section 5 of the Act.
24. The conlplainants state that, within the context of the complaint, this means that the
Aboriginal people living in Mushkegowuk coinmunities are being discriminated against in the
provision of police services and infrastructure when compared to non-Aboriginals in
communities either in Ontario or Canada.
25. Policing in the conimunities is provided by the Nishnawbe-Aski Police Service (NAPS).
According to the conlplainants, underfunding and lack of support by the respondents have meant
that NAPS is unable to provide adequate policing services and facilities. The con~plainants
allege that various studies (listed in Appendix A) support their contentions of substandard and
lower quality of police services and facilities, which include the following:
frequent lack of 24 hour policing, 7 days a week;
insufficient and/or lack of experienced and trained officers, staff, and other support;
inability to conduct "coinniunity policing" and non-receipt of proper law enforcement in
general;
lack of proper policing facilities;
tlie fact that the Nishnawbe-Aski Police Service (NAPS) replaces and is not supplemental to
the OPP;
NAPS'jurisdiction is limited to reserves and OPP barely polices areas immediately outside
reserve;
destructive legacies of colonialism and neglect;
different roles played by police in these communities; and
lack of consideration of the costs and impacts associated with policing in remote areas.
The issue of "service" will be discussed below in section (d).

c) Lack of Comparator Group

26. The respondents maintains that, in this case, it is not appropriate to compare the funding and
delivery of police services by the Nishnawbe-Aski Police Service with that of non-Aboriginal
conimunities since tlie federal government is not responsible for policing in non-Aboriginal
communities in Ontario. The respondents state that there cannot be a cross-jurisdictional
comparison of policing throughout Ontario, in that the Co~nmissioncannot undertake an analysis
of alleged differential treatment by different entities.
27. The complainants maintain that the Mushkegowuk communities are being discriniinated
against when compared either to the average non-Aboriginal Ontario community or the average
non-Aboriginal Canadian community. The complainants also note that the federal government
provides police services and facilities to many non-native communities through the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP). Furtherniore, the complainants state that Canada is engaged
in the provision of Mushkegowuk policing because it is one of the main architects of the NAPS
tripartite agreement; plays a lead role in negotiations regarding the level of service; has
contractual obligations and oversight mechanisms under the agreement; and, as a funder,
influences the funding levels, services and infrastructure provided.
28. The Federal Court in Morris v. Canacla (Calzadian Arnzed Forces) [2005] F.C.J. No. 73 1 at
par. 27 rejected the notion that a comparative analysis is necessary to prove discrimination. The
Court held that the "legal definition of a prima facie case does not require the Cornnlission to
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adduce any particular type of evidence to prove the facts necessary to establish that the
complainants was the victim of a discriminatory practice as defined in the Act". The Court
reaftirmed the test in Ontario Numein Riglzts Comniission and OIMnlIeyv. Simpsons-Sears Ltcl.
[1085] 2 S.C.R. 536 for establishing a complaint of discrimination.
29.111 examining the issue, the obligations of Canada to the Aboriginal communities as
articulated by the Supreme Court in R v. Sparrow [I9901 1 S.C.R. 1075 clearly states that:

"The governrnent hcrs tlze responsibility to act irz afiduciary capacity with respect to Aboriginerl
peoples, the relcrtionship between tlze goverrzinent and Aboriginals (sic) is trust like, rather thcctt
clclversnt*ialarid contemnporcrry recognition and arffirmution of Aboriginal rights nzzlst be tlefinetl
in liglzt of this historic relc~tionship."
30. As noted in paragraph 9 above, while the tripartite agreement does not expressly provide for a
corllparator group, it does say that policing in the communities should be "at least equivcrlent in
level und stnticlcird of sewice to that provicled in non-Aboriginal com~nunitiesin Cclncl(la with
sir~~ilar
ck~ructeristics."

d) Funding not within the definition of "service custornarily available to the public"
3 1 . The respondents are also of the view that providing f ~ ~ n d i ntogthe Nishnawbe-Aski Police
Service is not a service within the meaning of section 5 of the Act. They note that provisions of
the NAPS agreement state that the Police Service Board shall be independent and autonomous,
and is responsible for most aspects of the policing provided for the Mushkegowuk communities.
The respondents cite n/cltkiris v. Canada, 2008 F C A, 170, wherein the Federal Court of Appeal
determined that not all governrnent actions constitute "services" within the meaning of section 5
of the Act.

32. The complainants explain that, as outlined above, the federal role in Mushkegowuk policing
is more than a funding role. The conlplainants cite federal documents on the First Nations
Policing Policy and Progranl which indicate that the federal government has a role in setting up
the frameworks for First Nations policing, and the kinds and quality of services provided. The
complainants also maintain that the respondents have a contractual role within the NAPS
agreement as regards ensuring complement levels are sufficient, and housing and infrastructure
requirements are met.
33. In addition, the respondents ask for clarification as to the federal government's role, other
than funding, with respect to First Nations policing. According to the respondents, the federal
Government's role in the provision of police services and facilities in respect of the
Mushkegowuk First Nations under the tripartite agreement is, as outlined above, limited to the
provision of contribution funding. The complainants have alleged that both provincial and federal
govenln~entsare responsible for First Nations policing. Thus, complaints were filed separately,
but sin~ultaneouslyin the two respective federal and provincial human rights processes.
34. The complainants state that the PSEPC is the federal department responsible for policing and
law enforcen~ent,including First Nations policing. The Department's Aboriginal Policing
Directorate works with Aboriginal communities, provincial/territorial governments and other law
enforcement partners to implement the First Nations Policing Policy and Program.
35. The complainants also allege that INAC, as the federal department responsible for Canada's
relationships with First Nations, has a role and responsibility for Aboriginal policing. The
determination of federal responsibility for first services which are typically provided to the
general public by the provinces has often involved a review of whether the services provided are
culturally sensitive, and promote and protect "Indianness", pursuant to constitutional
responsibilities under sections 91 and 92 of the Constitution Act, 1867.
36. As noted above, Clause 2.1 of NAPS agreement specifically provides that:

... It is irztended that the police service in the Nishizawbe-Aski urea will be appropriate to
the cztlttlre cind trctclitions of tlze people ofthe Nislznnwbe-Aski area ... responsive to the
policirlg rleecls of the conzmztnit~l
...

37. NAPS, for the most part, replaces and is not supplemental to the Ontario Provincial Police
("O.P.P.") in these communities (i.e. NAPS is the primary police force). NAPS'Sjurisdiction is
usually limited to reserves only, yet the O.P.P. does not practically police the areas outside
reserve.
38. Federal responsibility is also triggered by the different role the police play in such
communities (e.g. more service-oriented and informal), particularly given the communities' small
nature, rapid change, and a lack of resources to deal with issues involving mental health and
doinestic violence. In addition, the complainants argue that the role of the police is different
because of the destructive legacies of colonialism and neglect (including significantly higher rates
of unemployment, poverty, substance abuse, and violent crime as well as low educational
attainment and the impact of the rapid disappearance of a traditional way of life).
39. As a result, the complainants submit that the funding and direction provided by INAC and
PSEPC fall within the jurisdiction of the Com~nissionas part of the Federal spending power or
alternatively, under section 91(24) of the Constittltion Act. The Con~missiontherefore has
jurisdiction over these complaints.

40. The respondents also raise objection to the complaints under section 41(l)(d) of the Act
which gives the Commission the discretion to refuse to deal with a complaint that is trivial,
frivolous, vexatious, or made in bad hith.
41. The respondents maintain that the allegations in the complaints do not make out aprinln$lcie
case of discrimination based on "ancestry, ethnic origin, or race", and should be dismissed
pursuant to section 41(l)(d) of the Act which states: Subject to sectiotl 40, tlze Corrzmission sl?~tll
(leal tvitlz nrly compl(~intfi1eclwith it zlnless in respect of that complairzt it appears to tlze
Cort~missionthat :n) tlze con~plclitztis trivial,frivolous, vexatiolrs or made in bad fuith. "

42. In support of their allegation that the alleged underfunding and lack of support is
discriminatory, the con~plainantsprovided a range of studies and reports which, in their view,
establish pursuant to paragraph 40.1 of the Act, that they have "reasonable grounds for believing"
that the practice is linked to one or more of the grounds of the C H W . The Report of the
lppenvash Inquiry is cited, at page 247, wherein the Honourable Sidney B. Linden notes the need
for police services to be on "much firmer financial, operational and legal ground" and he
recommends that, "In my view, provincial, federal and First Nation governments need to jointly
commit to renewing First Nation police services in Ontario."
43. A report prepared by Don Clainnont, Aboriginal Policing in Canada: An Overview of
Develo~inentsin First Nations, prepared for the Ippenvash Inquiry outlines in detail the problems
in policing in the NAPS communities, and notes at page 97, "the fundamental need for new
thinking on the part of federal and provincial authorities." The first recon~mendationin the
review by Allan Pelletier, A Matter of Injustice: An Independent Review and Analysis of
Nishnawbe-Aski Police Service Within Mushkenowuk Communities, is that the Mushkegowuk
infonll both the federal and provincial govenlments that persons and property are not being
protected in the same manner as municipal police services, OPP services and federal police
services elsewhere in Canada. The second recommendation is that the Mushkegowuk inform the
two levels of government that they have not provided the minimum requirements for an adequate
and effective police service or funding comparable to that of municipal police services and O.P.P.

44. Only a Tribunal can determine whether or not a prima facie case has been made out. In order
to file a complaint, it is necessary to meet the requirements of paragraph 40(1) of the Act, which
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reads: Subject to subsectiorzs (5) and (7), any inclividzral or group of iizclividuals having
rewonable grounds for believing that a person is engaging or has engaged in a discrimincrto~~
pt-uctice nzuj~filewith the Cornnzissiorz a corrzpluint in a form acceptable to the Corn~nission.
"

45. To meet the requirements of paragraph 40.(1) therefore, a complainant needs to allege that a
respondent is carrying out a practice that discriminates in employment or in the provision of
services and cite '?easonable grounds for believirzg" that this practice is linked to one or more of
the 1 1 grounds of the Act. It is this assessor's view that the complainants have satisfied these
requirements. Whether or not aprimu$icie case exists cannot be determined at this stage.

Assessment - Sectioiz 49 of the Canadiaiz Human Rights Act
46. If after having considered the preliminary issues, the Commission decides to deal with the
complaint, the issue for the Con~missionto decide is whether it should refer the complaint to the
Canadian Huinan Rights Tribunal under section 49 of the Act. Specifically, the Commission is
being asked to decide whether the information contained in the complaint, this report and the
parties' s~tbmissionsto this report is sufficient to justify a11 inquiry by the Tribunal, or whether
further investigation is required before making that determination.
47. Section 49 of the Act states:
"At urzy stuge after thefiling o f a complaint, the Cornnzissiorz may request the Chairperson of the
Tributzul to institute an inquiry into the con.l(zlrintEfthe Commission is satisfied that, having
regurcl to ull the circumstarzces of the comnplaint, an inquiry is warranted. "

48. The duty of the Commission is to assess whether a complaint requires further inquiry by the
Canadian Human Rights Tribunal. In doing so, the Commission does not determine whether
discrimination has actually occurred, but only if there is sufficient evidence before it to justify
proceeding to the next stage. In determining whether or not to refer a complaint to the Tribunal
for further inquiry, the Commission takes into consideration all of the circumstances of the
complaint.
49. The Commission may consider the following factors in deciding whether to refer the
complaint to the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal under section 49:
a)What is the nature of the dispute between the parties? Is it a purely private dispute or are there
allegations of systemic discrimination?
b)Does the available information support the allegations of discrimination in the complaint?
c)ls the information provided by the parties contradictory?
d)Has the respondent already addressed the complai~lant'sallegations? Have substantial and
comprehensive remedies already been provided by the respondent?
e)Did the respondent provide one of the statutory defences permitted under the Act?
f)Would further investigation assist the Commission in making a final determination in the
complaint'?

50. The complainants allege that they are receiving lower quality police services and facilities in
and around their communities, compared to services customarily available to the public. They
allege that Aboriginal policing in general is inadequate. To clarify, they point to evidence that the
Canadian governments, including the federal government, are discriminating against Aboriginal
people in the provision of police services and infrastructure, as indicated by these findings of the
Honourable Sidney B. Linden and Professor Donald Clairmont, after close examinations in ail

1
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extensive public judicial inquiry:
"Our research, consultations, forums, and subnlissions from the parties have consistently
confirmed that First Nation police services are working with restricted budgets and
substandard fdcilities, which frustrates their efforts to provide high quality police
services."
The Honourable Sidney B. Linden, Ontario, Report of the Ippenvash Inquiry:
Policy Analysis, vol. 2 (Toronto: Queen's Printer, 2007) at Chapter 10 [First
Nations Policing], p. 265
"The [federal First Nations Policing Policy] assumes that First Nation policing will be an
add-on or enhancement to basic policing services provided by the RCMP or a
provincial police service. That assumption leads to inadequate funding where
self-administered First Nation police services are actually the primary service providers
for their communities, as is the case in Ontario and some other provinces."
The Honourable Sidney B. Linden, ibid, p. 252
"The comparative lack of capital and operational funding for First Nation police services
has significant consequences in a number of areas, including their ability to recruit and
retain qualified police officers, respond to occupations and protests, provide professional,
efficient police services, train and support their officers, and meet even basic capital and
infrastructure requirements."
The Honourable Sidney B. Linden, ibid, p. 265
"Government documents ... have identified the central challenges for NAPS as capital
requirements (facilities for the 35 detachments), recruiting and retaining officers,
inexperienced front-line officers, service levels and the quality of investigations, logistics
with policing widely scattered, isolated small communities, and social
problems such as suicide and substance abuse. These are quite valid comments but stop
short of the fundamental need for "new thinking" on the part of federal and provincial
authorities. On the federal side, there has to be more focus on the fact that NAPS and
other SA police services, certainly in Ontario and Quebec, are here to stay and have
replaced OPP policing, not just enhanced it."
Prof. Don Clairmont, Aboriginal Policing in Canada: An Overview of
Developments in First Nations (research paper prepared for the Ipperwash Inquiry,
September 2006)
5 1. The studies provided by the complainants appear to provide considerable support that the
policing provided to Mushkegowuk First Nations is inadequate and underfunded. The question
before the Commission, however, is whether or not the alleged lack of support and funding is
discriminatory. The conlplainants have provided sufficient information in the complaints for
them to be in a f o n acceptable to the Commission and demonstrate a sufficient link to a
prohibited ground and an alleged discriminatory practice. Furthermore, in this case, any
jurisdictional issues are inextricably linked to the merits of the complaint, are not settled in law,
and require further inquiry.
52. Essentially, the complainant's allegation is that different treatment (the separate funding
regime for Aboriginal policing) is resulting in discriminatory results (inadequate services provided
to aboriginal peoples in the Mushkegowuk region). Jn other words, the difference in regimes is
creating a different and unequal result or substantive inequality.
53. The respondents argue that they cannot be discriminating since they only provide funding to
"one" group of people. However, in their funding agreement they have committed to providing
police services at a comparable level to the provinces which creates a basic standard for service
delivery.

54. The overall effect of the two different regimes in Canada is that aboriginal peoples appear to
be receiving substandard police services in the Mushkegowuk communities. This is an issue of
substantive inequality. Since human rights principles dictate that the Commission take a broad
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and purposeful interpretation of our mandate and provisions of the legislation, the respondent's
argunlent effectively suggests that a substandard level of police services on reserve for Aboriginal
peoples is acceptable because they are not bound by any other standard. This argument is contrary
to the spirit of the CHRA and the principles of substantive equality. Human rights analysis in this
case requires a very broad view of the impact of the tripartite funding agreement in this case, and
thc effective result.

55. It is not the role of this assessor, or indeed, the Commission, to determine whether or not
Canada is providing adequate policing services to the Mushkegowuk First Nations communities.
Nor, should it indeed be found to be true, is it the role of the assessor or the Commission to
determine whether or not the level of services provided is discriminatory or not.
56. The Commission has discretion to use s.49 when it deems it appropriate. In this case, after
having reviewed the positions of both sides and the studies provided, it would appear that an
investigation would likely not be administratively efficient or effective in exploring the human
rights allegations and reaching conclusions, as the main arguments being adduced are legal and
not factual in nature and are not settled in law. Consequently, for these reasons, as well as the
public interest issue that is raised in these complaints, it is the assessor's recommendation that the
Coi~l~~lission
use its discretion under s.49, and refer the complaint to Tribunal.

57. It is recommended pursuant to subsection 41(1) of the Catzcm'iun Hurnurz Riglzts Act that the
Commission deal with the con~plaintsbecause:
- the Commission has jurisdiction; and,

- the complaints are not trivial, f~volous,vexatious, or made in bad faith.
58. It is further recommended that, pursuant to section 49 of the Cunc~dicrnHumun Riglzts Act, the
Cotnnlission request the Chairperson of the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal to constitute a
Tribunal to inquire into the conlplaints because:

- having regard to all the circumstances, an inquiry is warranted.
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APPENDIX A
The following studies were provided by the complainants and reviewed by the assessor:
Ontario, Report of the Ippenvash Inquiry: Policy Analysis, vol. 2 (Toronto: Queen's Printer, 2007)
at Chapter 10 [First Nations Policing];
Clairn~ont,Don, Aboriginal Policing in Canada: An Overview of Developments in First Nations
(research paper prepared for the Ippenvash Inquiry, September 2006);
Allan Pelletier & Associates, A Matter of Injustice: An Independent Review and Analysis
Nisllnawbe-Aski Police Service Within Mushkegowuk Communities (prepared for Mushkegowuk
Council and dated February 23,2007);
Family Service Agency Funding; (2) WEN: DE We Are Coming to the Light of Day; and
(3)WEN: DE The Journey Continues.

